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Let A, B be rings (in this paper always commutative with 1) such that 
A c B. Let us say that the inclusion A 4 B has the specialization property, 
if for each finite subset {bi,..., bN} of B there is an A-algebra morphism 
$2 A [b i ,..., bN] + A (such a 0 is called a specialization). 
Fix a prime p and put: 
P = set of p-adic power series C,“=. u,J”, all a, E Z,, such that there 
is 6 > 0 for which VJUJ > nd for all sufficiently large n (up = p-adic 
valuation UJP + Z U {co }). 
/“, = set of p-adic power series CTE0 a$“, all a, E H,, such that 
qh4t)+ ** 
Then P is a subring of the integral domain 8. In this paper we prove the 
following result conjectured by Lang. 
THEOREM. P C, F has the specialization property. 
Lang introduces d in [5, Chap. 16, Sect. 1 ] under the name of the 
Washnitzer-Monsky ring and gives a proof, due to him and Dwork, that @ 
is algebraically closed in p. This result, combined with 
(a) a Newton-Hensel type lemma for @ (1.8), 
(b) a Weierstrass preparation theorem for @ (1.4) 
allow us to use Artin’s technique for proving specialization theorems for 
local rings, cf. [2], even in our situation where the rings b, 8 are not local. 
In Section 1 we restrict ourselves to answering Lang’s question because 
the arguments are simple and fairly typical for specialization theorems in 
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614 LOU VAN DEN DRIES 
general. Independently the theorem above, in fact a generalization to the 
rigid analytic situation, has been proved by Bosch. 
Section 2 contains the following: 
(1) We replace Cl& by any field complete w.r.t. a non-archimedean 
absolute value, see (2.3). 
(2) We show how to prove similar specialization properties for 
algebraic power series over non-complete ground fields, see (2.13). 
(3) We indicate how to avoid the use of the relative algebraic closure 
theorem of Dwork and Lang. 
Parts (1) and (3) are also done by Bosch (whose preprint I received after 
completing a preliminary version of the present paper). I thank Lang for 
calling my attention to the problems treated here. 
1 
The following general lemma-similar to a trick in [4]-reduces the proof 
of our theorem to the consideration of a special case. 
(1.1) LEMMA. Let A, B be integral domains, A c B, with fraction fields 
K = Fr(A), L = Fr(B) of characteristic 0. Suppose that, given any 
f(T>EA[Tl CT= CT,,..., T,+l), r E n\l) which is irreducible in K[T] and 
given any K-algebraically independent i, ,..., f, in B and f,,, , E B with 
f(f)=0 (i= (t^ I ,..., t,, 1)), and given any polynomials al(T) ,..., a,(T) E A [T] 
and 0 f/?(T) E A [T, ,..., T,] with ai(f) 3 O@(f)) in B (i = l,..., N), there is 
t= (t, ,..., t,, ,) E A’+ I with f(t) = 0, /I(t) # 0, and q(t) = O@(t)) in A 
(i = l,..., N). Then A C, B has the specialization property. 
ProoJ: Let b = (b, ,..., b,,,) E BN. We have to find a specialization 
A[b] 4 A. Now K(b) = K(f, ,..., fr, i,,,) c L, where t^ ,,..., i, is a transcen- 
dence base of K(b) 1 K and &+, is algebraic over K(f, ,..., i,). Of course we 
may take the its inside A[b]. Let f(r> E A[T] be irreducible in K[ T], 
T= (T, ,..., T,, i), such that f(t^, = 0, t^= (i, ,..., t^,+,). Further, we write 
bi = a,(f)//3(f), i = l,..., N, where a,(T)EA[T], /3(T)EA[T ,,..., T,.]\{O}. So 
we have a,(!) = 0(/I(?)), i = l,..., N. 
By the hypothesis of the lemma there is t = (t,,..., t,,,) E Art’ such that 
f(t) = 0, P(t) # 0 and ai = O@(t)) in A for i = I,..., N. Because 
K[i] N K[T]/f(T), this gives us a K-algebra morphism d: K[f] + K with 
$(f) = t, i.e., #(ii) = t,, i = l,..., N. So $(J(f)) =/?(t) # 0; hence 4 can be 
extended to a ring morphism 4: K[& 1//3(f)] + K with #(l/p(o) = l/P(t). But 
bi = adYP(t^ ) E K[C l/P(O)3 and O(bi) = ai(t)/P(t) belongs to A because 
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cri(t) = O@(t)) in A. Hence d restricted to A[61 is a specialization 
A[b]+A. I 
(1.2) The p-adic yaluation v,, : C$, -+ Z U {co } and its corresponding 
non-archimedean absolute value 1 Ip: UJp -+ R (where Ix], = p-‘@)) are 
extended to the valuation up: Fr(b) --) Z U {co ) and the non-archimedean 
absolute value 1 Ip: Fr(& + R, by putting, for a(X) = 2 u,X”, 
v,@O) = min{v,(qJ I n E N }, 
la(X)/, = max(]a,), ] it E N} = p-UJ’(x’), 
and extending t_hese maps in, the usual way to Fr(&. 
Note that pp = (a(X) E p: v,(u(X)) > 0) = {u(X) E 8: 1 u(X)l, < 1 }. 
We also extend the residue class map -: L, -+ F, to the ring morphism 
: c” + F,[X] by putting E(X) = 2 &,,X”. The kernel of - is obviously p&. 
We are going to use the following facts. 
(1.3) Completeness and Algebraic Closedness 
? is a complete topological ring w.r.t. the p-adic topology (which is also 
the topology induced by the absolute value ) Ip), and d is dense as well as 
algebraically closed in ?. (See [5, Chap. 16, Sect. 11.) 
(1.4) Preparation Theorem 
Suppose u(X) E 3 satisfies v,(u(X)) = 0 and deg(&(X)) = r in ffp[X]. Then 
there is a, unique pair (p(X), u(X)) withp(X) E Z,[X] manic of degree-r and 
u(X) E p such that u(X) = p(X). u(X). Moreover, u(X) is a unit in b. (See 
the proof of Lemma 1.1 [5, pp. 118-l 191 for the existence of such a pair 
(p, U) with u an p-unit; the proof suggested in that reference also gives the 
uniqueness.) 
(1.5) Euclidean Division 
Given- a manic polynomial p(X) E Zp[X] and u(X) E b there are 
4(x) E p and r(X) E &PI with deg r(X) < deg p(X). and 
u(X) = q(X)p(X) + r(X). (Proof: write u(X) = Cp”‘, with f, E Z,[X], and 
let f, = qn P(X) + rn, 9,) ‘n (5 qx1 with deg rn < degp(X). Put 
q(x) = C p”q, and r(X) = C I-f+,,; then u(X) = q(X)p(X) + r(X) and 
deg 4X> < degp(-O) 
Now we can give the proof of the following crucial lemma. 
(1.6) LEMMA. Let g,f ,,..., f, E 0[Y], Y= (Y, ,..., Y,), and let y^ = 
(9 , ‘..., y ,^.) E F” satisfy 
dP> f O(P), 
Jx.8 = O( d y^>>, i = I,..., m. 
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Then there is for each c E N an N-tuple y = (y, ,..., y,) E bN such that 
A&) = Q(y)), i = L..., m, and y = y^(p’). (All congruences w.r.t. the ring 
Proof By (1.4) we can write g(g)= (Xr +a,-,X’-’ + a.. +a,,). u 
where r = deg( g(g)), a0 ,..., a,- I E Zp, and u is an @-unit. Put 
p(X)=X’+-a,-,X’-‘+ a.. +a,. By (1.5) we have Pi=ii.p(X)+Ri 
where zli E 8, R, E HP[X], deg Ri < r. Take zi E 8 with zi = Zi(pc) and put 
yi = zi . p(X) + Ri, i = l,..., N, and let y = (y, ,..., y,) E bN. So y = $(p’) 
and y E y^(p(X)). These congruences imply g(y) = g(j) = O(p(X)), and 
f,(y) -&(y^) = O(p(X)), i = l,..., m. 
So g(y) =p(X) . w for some w E 8. Assuming, without loss of generality, 
that c > r, we get from g(y) = g(y^)(p’), g(y^) f O(p) and deg g(y^) = r that 
g(y) f O(p) and deg g(y) = r. Hence, by (1.4), w must be an @-unit. This 
implies that fi( y) = 0( g( y)), i = l,..., m. 1 
The next lemma simply weakens the hypothesis of (1.6), but has the same 
conclusion. 
(1.7) LEMMA. Let g,f, ,..., f, Ed[Y], 
gN) E 8” satisfy 
y = (y, ,*-*, y,), and let 
3 = (9, ,***, 
Lo> + 03 
h(9) = OMy^))T i = I,..., m. 
Then there is for each c E 14 an N-tuple y = (y, ,..., yN) E bN such that 
JJ y) = 0( g( y)), i = l,..., m, and y = y”(p’). 
Proof. We make a reduction to the previous lemma by introducing an 
extra Y variable and an extra congruence. Suppose vp( g(p)) = n; so we have 
g(y^) =p”. j,v+, for some cN+, E 8 with cN+r &O(p). We now introduce 
new polynomials by putting G(Y, YN+ r) = YN+ 1 and f,, 1( Y, Y,, ,) = 
dy> -P”‘N+,, and observe that G(Y, YN+r) & O(p) and fi(~7, pN+ ,) = 
O(G(y^, cN+ 1)) for i = l,..., m + 1. 
So by the previous lemma there is for each c E N an N + 1-tuple 
(y, y,,,+ r) E eNt ’ such that 
(1) fi(Y,YN+,)~O(YN+,)fori=l,...,m+l; 
c2) (Y? YN,,) = ($9 $N+ I>(P’). 
For the remainder of the proof we assume (without loss of generality) that 
c > n = v,(g(y^)). From (1) we get, taking i=m + 1: 
(3) &-Pp"YN+,=o(Y!v+J 
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From (2) we get: 
(4) g(y) -pnyN+, = dv^> --PVN+, = O(P”+% and 
(5) YN, 1 f O(P). 
Parts (3), (4) and (5) imply that_ g(y) - P”Y,+ 1 = O(p”+‘yN+ J, so g(y) = 
p’y,+,(l +p. W) for some WE b; but 1 fpw is-an b-unit: (1 +pw)-‘= 
1 -pw +pw -pw + **. ) which converges in 0 by (1.3). So we have 
(6) g(y) = p’y,, i . &unit. 
From (2) we also get h(y) E fi(y^) = O(p”), i = l,..., m, and together with 
(1) and (5) this implies f,(y) E O(p”y,+ i), so by (6) we reach the desired 
conclusion that fi( y) = 0( g(y)), i = l,..., m. 1 
The final ingredient for the proof of the theorem is the following conse- 
quence of the completeness (and separatedness) of b in its p-adic topology; 
see (2.9) and (2.10) for a proof. 
(1.8) (Newton-Hensel). Given f(Z) E &[Z], a E 8 and c E 8 with 
]clp < 1 and f(a) = c . (~‘(cx))~, there is a E d with f(a) = 0 and a = 
a (c . f’(a)>. 
(1.9) Proof of the Theorem in the Introduction. Let f(T) E f’[ T], 
T = (T, ,..., T,., i), be irreducible in Fr(B)[T], and let i, ,..., i, E d be 
algebraically independent over Fr(4) and let t^ ,+ i E d be such that f(o = 0 
for f = (ii ,..., fr+,); let further polynomials al(T) ,..., a,(T) E b[T] and 
0 #p(T) E @‘[T, ,..., Tr] be given such that ai = O(J?(f)) for i = l,..., N. 
According to Lemma (1.1) the theorem will be proved if we find t E A rf ’ 
with f(t) = 0: /3(t) # 0 and ai = O@(t)) in b, i = l,..., N. 
Let ji E P be such that ai = ji . /I(?), and put y^  = (y i^ ,..., 9,,,). Define 
G(T) = P . P(T) * @?~~r+ ,I2 E @IT13 and observe that G(i) # 0 and that 
the polynomials f(T) and a,(T) - Yi ./l(T) (in @[Y, T], Y= (Y,,..., Y,)) 
have (9, ?) as a zero modulo G(Q. So by (1.7) there is (y, t, ,..., t,, t;+ i) E 
/rN+r+ 1 arbitrarily close to (g,o which is also a zero modulo 
G(t , ,..., t,, t;+l) of the polynomialsf(T) and a,(T) - Yi . p(T). In particular, 
.f(t (,.k;&&+s$= dW(^ t, y-..y t,> a WV ,,..., t,, t~+l)/~T,.+,)2, dE 3, which by 
r+ i E P with 
(1) f(t,,..., t,, t,+J = 0 and trtl = t:+l(P(tl,..., t,.)). 
In fact, by choosing (i, ,..., fr) so close to (tl ,..., t,) that f(tl ,..., t,., T,., 1) is 
a non-zero polynomial in P[T,+ i], we obtain from (1.3) and (1) that 
t r+,Ef’. 
For the same reason we may assume that /?(tl,..., t,) # 0. Let 
t = (tl )...) t,, t,, ,) E ?‘+I. The proof will be finished if we show that ai = 
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O@(t)) in the ring B for t = l,..., N. Note that ai(t ,,..., t,, t;+,) - 
Yi . P(t, ,***> t,) = O(G(t ,,..., t,, t:+I)), so in particular a,(t, ,..., t,, t:+J - yi . 
P(t) 3 O@(t)), because /3(T) divides G(T) and does not involve T,, 1. By (1) 
this congruence implies a,(t] = O@?(t)) for i = l,..., N. These congruences are 
all with respect to the ring 4. But as 0 is algebraically closed in 8, we may 
conclude that also ai E O@(t)) in 8, for i = l,..., N. I 
2. RELATED RESULTS 
(2.1) In this section we prove two theorems. The first generalizes 
the theorem stated in the Introduction. As its proof is basically the same, we 
only point out (in (2.12)) how we can avoid the use of the relative algebraic 
closure theorem of Dwork and Lang which we mentioned in the Introduction 
(and which, instead, follows from our specialization theorem). The second 
theorem states the specialization property for a ring of (algebraic) power 
series which is much smaller than the Washnitzer-Monsky ring. Also in this 
case we only indicate where the proof differs from the proof in Section 1. 
(2.2) Let in the following k be a field with a non-trivial non- 
archimedean absolute value, k its completion, and let V, r? be the 
corresponding valuation rings of k, k. We put: $= 
(C,“=oa,X”E ~[[~ll:la,I+O~; in other words, @ is the ring of those 
power series over ri which converge on the closed unit disc in 
@ =def completion of the algebraic closure of &. (Here, as usual we denote 
all absolute value functions, on k, k and l?, by 1 I.) 
We-denote the general element of R by a(X) and write a(X) = 2 a,$“, 
a,E V. 
The following result does not yet involve V but only l? 
(2.3) THEOREM. Let T = {a(X) E V [[Xl]: 3,,<6<1 3NVna, ]a,, < 8’). 
If char(k) = 0, then 0 4 W has the specialization property. 
Note that P can also be described as the ring of those power series over f 
which converge on some disc in l? with center 0 and radius > 1, see 
[ 1, Chap. 41. 
We mention the following facts on 3 which are used in proving (2.3) as 
well as the next theorem, (2.13). 
(2.4) FACT. la(X)] = max{]a,]: n E N} defines a (multiplicative) norm 
on the ring 8 (which extends to a n.a. absolute value on Fr(@), and 8 is a 
complete topological ring w.r.t. ] ]. (Easy.) 
(2.5) FACT. .I(@) = (a(X): la(X)] < 1 } = kernel of the residue class 
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- : 8 -+ k[X], where J(A) denotes the Jacobson 
y=‘residue class field of k = residue class field of &. 
radical of a ring A, and 
(The first equality follows easily from (2.4) and from the second, trivial, 
equality.) 
(2.6) FACT. a(X) is an @-unit if and only zf 1 a0 ] = 1 and /a, ] < 1 for all 
n > 1. (Routine consequence of (2.5).) 
(2.7) FACT (Division and Preparation Theorems). Suppose la(X)] = 1 
and deg($X)) = r in k[X]. Then, given any g(X) E W there is a unique pair 
of elements q(X) in @ and r(X) E P[X] with g(X) = q(X) . u(X) + r(X) and 
deg r(X) < r. Also there is a-unique pair (p(X), u(X)) with p(X) a manic 
polynomial of degree r-over V and u(X) E B such that u(X) = p(X) . u(X). 
Moreover, u(X) is an P-unit. 
(It is easy to adapt at least some of the proofs of similar theorems for 
formal power series to the present situation; as for formal power series one 
can deduce that, in case V is discrete, ? is a noetherian U.F.D.) 
(2.8) For the reader’s convenience we include here proofs of two 
(well-known) lemmas concerning pairs (A, m) where A is a ring and m a 
proper ideal of A (i.e., 1 @ m). For such a pair, let us define an m-henselian 
polynomial as one of the form 1 + Z + c,Z2 + . . . + c,Z”, with 
c2,..., c, E m. Note that an m-henselian polynomial can have only roots in A 
which are = -l(m), and can have at most one such root in case A is a 
domain: this is because its derivative is 1 modulo m on A. 
(2.9) LEMMA (Weak form of Hensel’s lemma). If A is complete and 
separated in its m-adic topology, then each m-henseliun polynomial has a 
root in A. 
Proof Let f(Z) be an m-henselian polynomial. We define a sequence 
(x,) in A as follows: put x1 = -1, and suppose that x, has been defined with 
f(x,) = O(m”) and x, = -l(m) (which ‘is the case for n = I). Tentatively, we 
putx,+,=x,+h, hEA. Then 
f (Xni 1 ) = f(x,) + f ‘(x,) . h + multiple of h2; 
so with f ‘(x,) = 1 + c, c E m, and putting h = -f (x,) we get 
f(xn+ I ) = -cf(x,) + multiple off (x,)2 = O(m”+ I). 
The so-defined sequence (x,) is a Cauchy sequence (xn+ , z x,(m”) for all 
n), and hence converges to a root of f(Z). I 
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(2.10) LEMMA (Hensel =z- Newton-Hensel). Suppose each m-henselian 
polynomial has a root in A. Then, given f(Z) E A [Z], a E A and c E m with 
f(a) = U’(a))*, th ere is a E A withf(a) = 0 and a = a(cf’(a)). 
Proof: Write f(a + Z) = f(a) +f’(a) * Z + xi>* biZi = c(f’(a))* + 
f’(a) ’ Z + xi>* biZi5 f or certain b, EA. Substitution of cf’(a) . Y for Z 
gives f(a + cf’(a)Y) = c(f’(a))* . (1 + Y + Cih2 cdi Y’) (di E A), and by 
assumption the second factor on the right has a root y in A, so 
a = a + cf’(a)y is a root off(Z) with a = a(cf’(a)). I 
Let us mention here that Lang in [4] first used the Newton formulation of 
Hensel’s lemma to prove specialization theorems. 
(2.11) Remark. This proof shows that the conclusion of (2.10) is 
already valid if all polynomials 1 + Z + cd,Z* + . . . + cd,Z” with c E m, 
d *,..., d,, E A have a root in A. 
(2.12) Proof of (2.3). By (2.4) t_he ring 8 is complete and separated in 
the c-adic topology for each c E B such that ICI < 1. Lemmas (2.9) and 
(2.10) then imply that b satisfies “Newton-Hensel” as stated in (1.8) (with 
1 ] instead of ] I,). 
If we now go through the proofs of (1.6), (1.7) and (1.9) in Section 1, we 
see that these essentially carry over to our situation, yielding Theorem (2.3), 
provided we take for granted that @ is algebraically closed in 0. However, 
as (1.9) shows, the use of this non-trivial result can be restricted to two 
instances: 
(I) if a, b E B and a = O(b) in 8, then a z O(b) in 8; 
01) let f(Z) E @[Zl, a, c E @, /cl < 1 and f(a) = c . (f’(a))*; then 
there is a E d withf(a) = 0 and a E a(c . f’(a)). 
Let us prove here I and II without invoking the relative algebraic closure 
theorem. By (2.7), second part, statement I will follow if we show that all 8- 
units in the ring d are /“-units, and using (2.6) we can reduce this to 
showing that 1 + cx is an d-unit for all c E P and x E P with ICI < 1. 
That this last statement is true foll’ows by the same argument as we now 
use for the proof of II: by (2.10) we need only show that a polynomial 
1+Z+c2Z2+...+cnZn with c2,...,c,E@ and (c,/<l,...,Ic,l<l has 
always a root in 0’. For 1 Q r E ]R” 1, put a(r) = ring of all a(X) which 
converge on the closed disc D’(r) (in @) with center 0 and radius r, such 
that la(alr =def sup{)a(x)l: x E D’(r)} < 1. (So P(1) = 8, and for 
r > 1: m(r) c b, but X G e(r).) Let us take r > 1 such that c, ,..., c, not only 
belong to P(r), but even Ic, jr < l,..., 1 c,I, < 1. We now make the crucial 
observation that 8(r) is complete w.r.t. the norm I Jr: see, e.g., [ 1,4.1]. But 
then P(r) is certainly complete in the m-adic topology where 
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m = (c, ,..., cJ e(r); hence, by (2.9), the polynomial 1 + Z + 
c,z2 t . ..+c.Z”hasarootinb(r)cb. I 
(2.13) THEOREM. Suppose E 1 k is a separable field extension. Let 
P = smallest subring of C? which includes V[X] such that 
(i) iJa,bE@\{O) anda/bEa, thena/bEb; 
(ii) each polynomial 1+Ztcd2Z2+.+cd,Z” with 
c, 4 ,..., d,, E P, ICI < 1, has a zero in 8. 
Then P 4 P has the specialization property. 
Proof: First we show: 
(1) The field extension Fr(@ 1 k(X) is separable. Of course, we need 
only consider char(k) =p > 0. Consider the diagram of field inclusions: 
Fr(@’ k . Fr(&p Fr(&) 
k(X’) 
kP k 
Part (1) will fol!ow if we show that Fr(&)P and k(X) are linearly disjoint 
over k(X)p. Fr(@)P and k are linearly disjoint over kP: let a, ,..., a, E k and 
suppose 2 qai = 0 where b, ,..., b, in Fr(8’) are not all zero. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that the ats are in V, that the hi’s are in 8 and 
that at least one bi has a non-zero constant term. Then the substitution 
X H 0 transforms 2 bf a, = 0 into a linear dependence relation of a, ,..., a,, 
over kp, and by the hypothesis of the theorem this implies linear dependence 
of a, ,..., a,, over kP. A consequence is that Fr(8)p and k(Xp) are linearly 
disjoint over k(X)p. 
The basis-l, X ,..., Xp-’ of k(X) over k(XP) remains linearly independent 
over k . Fr(P)P, so k(X) and k . Fr(8)P are linearly disjoint over k(Xp). The 
linear disjointness in the two upper squares of the diagram implies the linear 
disjointness in the upper rectangle which is the content of (1). 
Suppose now that a finite system of polynomial equations F = 0 over d is 
given which has a solution in 8. As is well known, to prove the 
specialization property for c” 4? comes down to showing that such a 
system F = 0 must have a solution in e. We indicate first how to replace 
F = 0 by an “equivalent” system G = 0 which has all its coefficients in the 
subring V[X] of P: let (I E P be a non-zero coefficient of (one of the 
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polynomials in) F = 0. We then replace a in all of F by a new variable Y, 
and adjoin two new equations f(Y,) = 0, Y, - a = “2,) where f(Y,) E 
V[X][ Y,]\{O} satisfies f(a) = 0 ( sue an exists because B is by definition h f 
algebraic over V[X]), and where a E V[X] and 71 E V are chosen such that 
la -al < 1x1, but I a’ - a 1 > 1 rr] for _a11 other roots a’ of f(Y,) in 8 (this is 
possible because V[X] is dense in 8). 
Let (b , ,..., b,,,) E 8” be a solution of the new system G = 0 over V[X]. 
Now, using (1) above and a minor modification of the proof of Lemma (1.1) 
we can further reduce to the following situation. We are given a polynomial 
f (T, s.., Tr+,)E ~[XllT,- Tr+,l which is irreducible and separable as 
member of k(X, T, ,.,., T,)[ T,, 1], elements f, ,..., t^,, &+ , of ? such that 
f, ,...) i,. are algebraically independent over k(X) and f(Q = O(t^ = (i, ,..., t^r+ ,)) 
and polynomials a1 ,..., a,E V[X][T, ,..., T,+l], /3E V[X][T ,,..., T,.]\(O), 
such that ai = O@(f)), i = l,..., N. 
We have to derive the existence of t = (t, ,..., t,, ,) E Rrvr+’ such that 
f(t) = 0, P(t) # 0 and ai = O@(t)) in 0 for i = l,..,, N. 
For this we follow again the proof given in (1.9). Besides 
“Newton-Hensel” for P-which is guaranteed by our definition of P and by 
(2.10) and (2.1 l)- we need the obvious analogue of (1.7) but only for the 
case that g, f, ,..., f, have their coefficients in V[X]. This analogue of (1.7) is 
derived from a similar analogue of (1.6) (simply by following the proof of 
(1.7)). This version of (1.6) where again g,f, ,..., f, have their coefficients in 
V[X], is not obtained simply by following the proof of (1.6); the polynomial 
r +a,~lX’-l + .a* + u0 has its coefficients in P and not necessarily in I’. 
However, the more elaborate proof of Lemma (5.12) in [2] can be applied, if 
we knew that there is a valuation ring V’ c fl with VC V’ c P such that 
V’ 4 p has the specialization property. Such a ring I” does indeed exist: 
take I” = d n I? Then V’ is henselian, dense in fi, and k  ^I k’ is separable, 
where k’ = Fr( V’). (This last statement is true because R I k is separable and 
k’ I k is separable algebraic.) These properties of I” imply, according to 
Theorem 11 of [4], or rather by its proof, that I” 4 P has the 
specialization property. I 
(2.14) Remark. The theorems we proved suggest the following problem: 
if a finite system of polynomial equations over Z,[X] has for each m E N a 
solution mod pm in HP[X], does it necessarily have a solution in 0 (or 
equivalently in the p-adic completion b of Z,[X], where P and 8 are 
defined as in the Introduction)? For certain local rings such problems were 
considered in a systematic way in [3]. 
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